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Season 3, Episode 23
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Inside the Box



Things get personal for the CSIs in the top-rated series' third-season finale, which explores the intersection of the investigators' work and their personal lives. Three masked bandits steal a safe-deposit box from a Las Vegas bank in a daring daytime heist, during which Det. Lockwood is killed. Lockwood's death provides Grissom and his crew with added incentive to find the murderous culprits. But the case really hits home for Catherine when the evidence leads to casino owner Sam Braun, who is like a father to her. Also, Grissom's hearing gets progressively worse and he seeks out Dr. Robbins for help.
Quest roles:
David Berman(David Phillips), Scott Wilson(Sam Braun), Gerald McCullouch(Bobby Dawson), Jeffrey D. Sams(Cyrus Lockwood), Romy Rosemont(Jacqui Franco), Jimmy 'Jax' Pinchak(Boy), Michael Shamus Wiles(Robert Rubio), David Selburg(Benny Murdock), Emilio Rivera(Bank Robber #1), Scott DeFoe(SWAT Team Leader), Toni Wynne(CSI Receptionist (uncredited)), Christie Lynn Smith(Jimmy's Mother), Tripp Law(Bank Robber #2)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
14 May 2003, 22:00
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